Near Nature’s Floral
Agreement...
My Commitment

To use the freshest and finest flowers in the colour palette and style
discussed in the final consultation three weeks prior to the wedding.
The understanding being that flowers are a product of Mother Nature
and on those rare occasions that the flowers arrive in poor condition
or the wrong colour scheme, the florist reserves the right to make
substitutions with the customers best interest in mind.
The florals will be delivered and set up in a timely fashion should
this service be required. Depending on the package chosen and
event location, delivery may be an additional fee. Feel free to
contact me with any floral related concerns and I will do my best to
accommodate but please understand that additional costs may be
necessary.

705.918.2918
nearnature.ca

lindsay@nearnature.ca
nearnatureflorals

Your Commitment

To reserve your special date, a non-refundable deposit of twenty
percent is required and full payment is due one week prior to the
event date. After the final consultation, it is important to understand
that the vases and flowers have been purchased and a commitment
to the style discussed is imperative. We have no problem with
the addition of a forgotten bouquet or centerpiece but cannot
accommodate any major changes. Your floral plan is in motion and
we must keep the ball rolling to ensure the best possible outcome!
A detailed list of loaned items will be outlined at the final consultation.
Any equipment or vases rented to you is with the understanding
that all items will be returned in the same condition that they were
given. A replacement fee will be charged for any lost or damaged
items. Depending on the package it may be the responsibility of
Near Nature to pick up the items directly after the wedding or the
responsibility of the clients to drop off the items. This will be outlined
in the list of borrowed items.

I cannot wait to share in this once in a lifetime occasion and look
forward to designing a unique floral plan, just for you!

~ lindsay sisko

(owner, florist, nature lover)
Near Nature offers a highly customized floral package to a limited
clientele each season. Advanced booking is important, as our
calendar fills up often a year in advance.

Let’s get started ...
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Bouquets and Buttonholes

This package is for clients looking to floralize their wedding party. Brides can
select from two styles of bouquets and I will create buttonholes/corsages
to match your weddings colour palate. This package includes the initial

consultation and one consultation three weeks prior to the wedding. Additional
consultations and delivery will be subject to an extra fee. This package carries a
$1000.00 minimum.
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Attention to Detail

Here at Near Nature, little details are my specialty. I personally work one on
one with the client(s) to create the floral arrangements of their dreams. This
package has a fully customized floral design plan

with options including ceremony, reception and bridal party flowers. The

Details package includes two consultations and onsite set up, making sure

every detail is just right for your special day! This package starts at $2500.00.
Delivery and take down are subject to additional fees.
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Above & Beyond

If you’re looking to have flowers be the main decor focus of your wedding day
then let’s go above & beyond! This full service package offers the features

of a carefully crafted floral design plan that includes the finest flowers and
all the special touches to reflect your personalities and style. The Above &

Beyond option includes exquisite wedding party florals, large ceremony site
installations and reception decor. Consultations, delivery, set up and onsite
support are included in this package. Starting at $4000.00.

